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Defence Ministry owns over ISRO to focus on R&D, industries’
1.2 lakh acres of land: Antony
space pie to be scaled up

NEW DELHI, Aug 5:
Land under the control of Defence Ministry was 305,886 acres
before Independence while 824,484 acres of land were acquired
after India attained freedom, the Lok Sabha was informed today.
In a wrtten reply, Defence Minister A K Antony said about
12,364 acres of defence land was under encroachment till
September 2012. Action was taken for removal of encroachment
under the provisions of Public Premises (Evication or
Unauthorised Occupants Act, 1971 and Cantonment Act, 2006).
Asked about the handing over of 4.84 acreas of defence land in
Jodhpur to private developers, Mr Antony said the land was handed over to the Major Maharaja Hari Singh Charitable Trust by
local military authorities in August 2007.
Inquiries had revealed that army officials at Jodhpur had illegally transferred the lands with an alleged collusion of Defence
Estates officials, he added.
The matter was before the Central Bureau of Investigation
which had filed a preliminary inquiry report in the case, the
Minister said. (UNI)

BANGALORE, Aug 5:
Industries’ contribution to
India’s space programme would
be significantly scaled up as
ISRO looks to focus predominantly
on
Research
&
Development (R&D), the space
agency’s
chairman
K
Radhakrishnan has said.
Radhakrishnan said the
industries associated with Indian
Space Research Organisation
(ISRO) are all currently “jobbing partners” but their role
would go up further, in view of
programmes to enhance the production of satellites and rockets.
According to ISRO officials,
more than 500 small, medium
and large-scale industries participate in the space programme in
the form of hardware development and supply, software and
other services.
Radhakrishnan,
also
Secretary in the Department of
NEW DELHI, Aug 5:
Space, said nearly 80 per cent of
Senior RJD leader Raghuvansh Prasad Singh today opposed direct cost of Polar Satellite
amendments to the RTI Act which seek to keep political parties out Launch vehicle, for example,
flows to industries, a figure
of its ambit saying politicians should not fear transparency.
“I am not in agreement with both - parties coming together to which would go up further, but
seek exclusion from RTI as well as Government bringing amendments to the law to that effect. Why are we afraid of being transparent? Rather there should have been a provision of self disclosure. But in this case, we are now denying to give information
even when it is sought,” he told reporters.
Singh, who was a minister in UPA 1 which had brought the RTI
Act, wondered, “How can we exclude ourselves from being transparent when we want everybody else to be transparent? I feel
NEW DELHI, Aug 5:
ashamed that all parties have come together to prevent the appliSamajwadi
Party chief
cation of the transparency law on them.”
Mulayam
Singh
Yadav today
All political parties have joined hands to oppose a CIC order
which said that six major parties - Congress, BJP, NCP, CPM, CPI said that his party was ready to
and BSP - are public authorities and come under the ambit of RTI. support the food security bill if
The Union Cabinet last week approved amendment to RTI Act the government promises to prosaying political parties were an association of individuals and not tect the interests of farmers and
ensures that they get profit over
public authorities.
Since the CIC order is still operational, Government is keen to their produce.
pass the bill in the first week of the Monsoon Session itself. (PTI)
His remarks are significant
as they come against the backdrop of reports that the issue of
suspended IAS officer Durga
Sakthi Nagpal could cast a shadow over Congress’ bid to secure
SP’s support on the food measure.
MUMBAI, Aug 5:
“If they promise that the
Bollywood actress Priyanka Chopra will be seen in a never
farmers’
interests will not
before avatar in a special song for her upcoming release ‘Zanjeer’
ignored and they will get profit
which salutes the bravery of Mumbai Police.
The song called ‘Mumbai Ke Heroes’, is dedicated to the cops. over their produce, then we can
It is the film’s way to salute the unsung heroes. The actress will be support the bill,” Yadav told
seen donning a khaki uniform in the number, a statement issued by here.
the makers said.
“Priyanka looks stunning in her police attire. She was very
excited for this look,” a source close to the production unit said in
the statement.
Along with Priyanka, Apoorva Lakhia’s directorial venture
also stars Ram Charan, Prakash Raj, Mahie Gill , Atul Kulkarni
and Sanjay Dutt. It releases on September 6. (PTI)
NEW DELHI, Aug 5:
The recent deluge and devastation in Kedarnath of
Uttarakhand was not mainly
due to glacier melt but a combination of factors like heavy
rainfall, snow melt and breachNEW DELHI, Aug 5:
ing of Chaurabari lake in the
The Government has fixed a target of setting up 500 new upstream resulting in gushing
Kendriya Vidyalayas under the twelfth five year plan.
outflow of large amounts of
However, the actual sanction and opening of schools would debris that had devastated the
depend on the availability of funds, HRD Minister M M Pallam entire valley, the Lok Sabha was
informed today.
Raju said in response to a question in the Rajya Sabha.
In
a
written
reply,
“The 12th plan (2012-17) has a target for opening 500 new
KVs during the plan period. Actual sanction and opening of each Environment and Forests
new KV depends on availability of funds,” he said in a written Minister Jayanthi Natarajan
said the Geological Survey of
reply.
“During the 12th Five Year plan, till date, no new KV has been India, after conducting studies
in Himalayan region, had consanctioned on account of funds constraints,” the minister said.
He also said that 133 proposals for opening new KVs had been cluded that the glaciers were
received from 23 State Governments during the last three years. receding in different areas as a
result of natural cyclic process(PTI)

Raghuvansh opposes
amendments to RTI Act

hastened to add that ISRO
would continue to have a role.
“Operational communication
satellites and operational launch
vehicles should predominantly
be carried out through the industrial sector”, he told PTI as he
gave an overview of ISRO’s
thrust in the 12th plan (20122017).
Radhakrishnan said ISRO is
working out a model by which
industries would get into the
task of integration of stages and
rockets. At present, industrial
association with ISRO has several layers but the space agency
now wants to bring all such partners together.
“It’s an orchestra you have to
mobilise with ISRO also being
there,” he said.
“We have to work out a
model in which the amount of
energy and resources spent by
ISRO for these launch vehicles
will be reduced and they (industries) will take up.
“We (ISRO) want to predominantly focus on new developments and research and devel-

opment for the future. That’s the
basic
idea,”
added
Radhakrishnan.
Bangalore-headquartered
ISRO plans to undertake 58 missions — 25 launch vehicles
(rockets) and 33 satellites —
during the 12th Plan. Work has
already started on building a sixtonne class communication
satellite.
Plans are also on to launch
an earth observation satellite
having capability to get 50
metre resolution pictures from
geostationary orbit, the ISRO
Chairman said.
ISRO’s upcoming satellites
Cartosat-2D and Cartosat-2C
would have spatial resolution of
0.6 metres and Cartosat-3 0.25
metres.
Astrosat, an astronomical
observatory for study of cosmic
sources, would be launched next
year, he said.
“Astrosat is going to be a
very major initiative for astronomy not only for ISRO and India
but for the world”. (PTI)

Will back food bill if Govt protects
farmers’ interests: Yadav

Priyanka pays tribute to
cops in special ‘Zanjeer’ song

Govt plans to set up 500
new Kendriya Vidyalayas

To a question on whether
SP’s stand on the food legislation has toughened after
Congress raised the issue of suspension of 28-year-old Nagpal,
Yadav said the two issues were
not related and “our stand on
food security bill is known for a
long time”.
“We cannot allow the interests of the farmers to be

NEW DELHI/LUCKNOW, Aug 5:
A defiant Samajwadi Party (SP) today
appeared heading for a confrontation
with the Centre over the IAS officer's
suspension issue, asserting that UP
government's decision is "correct and
final" and went a step further taunting
it to remove all IAS officers from the
state.
Firing the first salvo, SP supremo Mulayam
Singh Yadav said the decision to suspend IAS officer Durga Sakthi Nagpal,
who hit the spotlight for cracking down
on the sand mafia, is justified.
"It is correct. It is final," he told reporters
outside Parliament House with a firm
"no" on being asked whether the suspension order would be revoked.
Amid the brewing hostility between the SP
and the Centre over the suspension
issue, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh
said Government is in touch with the
state authorities on the issue and that
laid down rules will be followed.
The unrelenting stand of the ruling SP government was also voiced in Lucknow by
Chief Minister Akhjilesh Yadav who
made it clear that officials who make
"mistakes" will be punished.
"There might be many children (sitting
here) who I can say would have
received a beating from their teachers
and parents when they had done something wrong.... The government is also
run like this, whenever any official does
something wrong he is punished",
Akhilesh, who has justified the suspension of Nagpal, a 2010-batch officer,
said at a function.
In Delhi, SP leader Ram Gopal Yadav
struck a defiant note. "If the Centre
wants to intervene, it can remove all the
IAS officers from Uttar Pradesh. We
will run the state with our own officers," he said.
Minister of State for Personnel V
Narayanasamy said that under the rules,
the suspended officer has the right to
appeal.
"She has not approached us so far. But if
she sends her appeal to us, we will send
its copy to the state government and
seek its response. Then we will decide
the future course of action. Normally,
an officer approaches the state government... We cannot act suo moto," he
said.
Nagpal, the 28-year-old SDM of Gautam
Budh Nagar, who led the crackdown on
sand mining mafia in her district, was
suspended on July 27 ostensibly for
ordering demolition of a wall of a
under-construction mosque allegedly
without following the due process.
Nagpal, who belongs to the UP cadre,
was chargesheeted on Sunday.

Asked about the suspension issue outside
Parliament, the Prime Minister said,
"We are in touch with the state government to find out the full details of the
issue."
"There are rules laid down and the rules
will be followed," he said.
Official sources said Centre is examining a
report sent to it by the UP government
on the suspension issue.
A report carrying details of the suspension
has been received by the Ministry of
Personnel, which is the nodal authority
for administrative matters related to
Indian Administrative Service (IAS),
they said.
The report was sent after the Centre issued
three letters to the state government and
a week after the officer was suspended.
The Centre had yesterday asked the UP
government to immediately give a
report on the suspension of Nagpal, who
had cracked down on sand mafia in
Gautam Budh Nagar area.
Minister of State for Personnel V
Narayanasamy said this is the third such
letter sent to the state government after
she was suspended on July 27.
The Centre's fresh reminder came in the
backdrop of Sonia Gandhi, who is
Chairperson of National Advisory
Council (NAC), writing a letter to the
Prime Minister, saying that Nagpal
should not be "unfairly treated".
As per rules, an officer gets a maximum of
ten days to respond on charges levelled
against him or her.
At another function at the Samajwadi Party office in Lucknow, the Chief Minister justified the decision to suspend
Nagpal, saying a number of SDMs have
been suspended in the country and
asked why such a hue and cry was being
raised on such action in UP.
"A number of SDMs might have been suspended in the country..But why hue and
cry is being raised on suspension in the
state..Media is after my government,"
Akhilesh said.
Akhilesh said in the previous Mayawati
regime, an IAS officer had committed
suicide and they (IAS officers) used to
visit CM's office after removing shoes.
SP's arch rival and BSP supremo Mayawati
used the suspension row to lash out at
the state government. "A lot of injustice
has been done to the IAS officer who
has been suspended and chargesheeted," she said.
"There is no law and order in the state.
Instead, it is ruled by mafia and antisocial elements....It has drastically
failed in matters of law and order," she
said. (PTI)

Dec 16 gangrape
Deluge in Kedarnath due Salem's extradition to
Verdict involving juvenile
to combination of factors India still valid: SC
deferred to Aug 19
es and other factors, including
global warming.
She said the government
was implementing a national
action plan on climate change
with a view to enhance ecological sustainability of India’s
development path and to
strengthen the system for
observing and monitoring the
glaciers.
Ms
Natarajan
said
Dehradun-based Wadia Institute
of Himalayan Geology was
undertaking a comprehensive
glacier research in the country.
All states including Himalayan
states were advised to prepare
for a state action plan on climate change to address specific
climate change issues. (UNI)

US closes 19 missions after intercepting Al-Qaeda threats
WASHINGTON, Aug 5:
The US has extended closure of 19 diplomatic missions in
the Middle East and north Africa till August 10 as a precaution after it intercepted Al-Qaeda's most serious threat in
recent years to target its embassies.
The United States initially closed 22 diplomatic posts for
the day yesterday. The State Department last week issued a
worldwide travel alert warning Americans that Al-Qaeda
may be planning attacks in August, particularly in the
Middle East.
A State Department official asserted that this was not an
indication of a new threat stream, but merely an indication of
US commitment to exercise caution and take appropriate
steps to protect its employees and visitors to its facilities.
"Given that a number of our embassies and consulates
were going to be closed in accordance with local custom and
practice for the bulk of the week for Eid celebration at the
end of Ramadan, and out of an abundance of caution, we've
decided to extend closure of several embassies and consulates, including a small number of additional posts," State
Department spokesperson Jen Psaki said.
However, a top military commander said that the US has
intercepted al-Qaeda plot to target not only Americans, but
also citizens from Western countries.
"There is a significant threat stream, and we're reacting to
it," General Martin Dempsey, Chairman of the US Joint
Chiefs of Staff, told the ABC news. "That part of it is
unspecified. But the intent seems clear. The intent is to
attack Western - not just the US - interests."
Congressman Charles Albert Ruppersberger said the terror threat is credible and is based on intelligence reports.
"We can only say the intelligence that we get. And, by
the way, intelligence is the best defence against terrorism.
Those operatives are in place because we've received information that high-level people from Al-Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula are talking about a major attack. And these are
people at a high-level," said Ruppersberger, who is ranking
member of the House Intelligence Committee.
"Now, whatever that intelligence is, we act upon it
because our first priority, again, is to protect the Americans
in other parts of the world," he added.
"We know that Al-Qaeda and other people out there want
to attack us and kill us and our allies. The good news is that
we've picked up intelligence. And that's what we do. That's
what NSA does," said Ruppersberger.
"NSA's sole purpose is to get information and intelligence to protect Americans from attack," he said.

ignored,” he said.
The SP supremo, however,
indicated that action against
Nagpal, a 2010 batch IAS officer, was taken to “prevent” communal disturbance which otherwise could have erupted after
the demolition of the wall of a
mosque.
A senior SP leader, on the
condition of anonymity, asked
as to what was the “provocation” for the officer to demolish
the wall without a complaint.
There is also a view in the
party that Congress chief Sonia
Gandhi, who on Saturday wrote
to Prime Minister Manmohan
Singh to ensure that the officer
is not treated unfairly, got herself “unnecessarily dragged”
into the controversy and it was
possible that she was “not
apprised of the full facts”. (PTI)

SP, Centre spat over suspension issue

According to the intercepts, al-Qaeda operatives could
be heard talking about an upcoming attack, ABC news
reporters said, quoting an unnamed official.
He described the terrorists as saying the planned attack is
"going to be big" and "strategically significant.
"The part that is alarming is the confidence they showed
while communicating, and the air of certainty," the official
said, adding that the group - al-Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula - appeared to have a media plan after the attack.
Authorities do not know the exact target of the planned
attack. "We do not know whether they mean an embassy, an
airbase, an aircraft, trains."
The official said that there is concern about devices that
could be implanted inside the body of a terrorist.
"We are concerned about surgically implanted devices.
These are guys who have developed the techniques to defeat
our detection methods," he said.
The official was quoted that they were stunned that the
group broke 'operational security', meaning they talked likely knowing it would be picked up by intercepts.
Meanwhile, the US missions in Abu Dhabi, Amman,
Cairo, Riyadh, Dhahran, Jeddah, Doha, Dubai, Kuwait,
Manama, Muscat, Sanaa, Tripoli, Antanarivo, Bujumbura,
Djibouti, Khartoum, Kigali, and Port Louis have been asked
to close for normal operations today through Saturday,
August 10.
However, the posts in Dhaka, Algiers, Nouakchott,
Kabul, Herat, Mazar el Sharif, Baghdad, Basrah and Erbil
that normally remain open on Sunday were closed yesterday, are authorised to reopen for normal operations today.
The CNN said an intercepted message among senior alQaeda operatives in the last several days raised alarm bells,
that led to the closing of embassies and consulates across
the Middle East and North Africa yesterday.
The CNN said it has agreed to a request from an Obama
Administration official not to publish or broadcast additional details because of the sensitivity of the information.
"I think we're doing what's necessary to protect our people. We're also protecting our sources. And, I think that's
exactly the right step," Congressman Adam B Schiff said.
"We know a lot more about the when than the where. You
can tell that from the breadth of the closures across North
Africa and the Arabian Peninsula. But the 'when' was very
specific in terms of a Sunday (yesterday). Obviously, that
may continue and the closures may continue. The travel
warning is more extensive," he said. (PTI)

NEW DELHI, Aug 5:

Gangster Abu Salem will continue to face trial in various
cases in India, including the 1993 Mumbai serial blasts case,
with the Supreme Court today turning down his plea for quashing all proceedings after Portugal's apex court terminated his
extradition to India.
The Supreme Court held that the verdict of Portugal court is
"not binding" on courts here and Salem's extradition to India is
still "valid in the eyes of law".
A bench headed by Chief Justice P Sathasivam, however,
allowed CBI to drop additional charges slapped on Salem under
TADA and Explosive Substances Act after his extradition.
45-year-old Salem had sought closure of trial against him in
various courts here after the Portugal Supreme Court upheld the
order of a lower court there, terminating his extradition for "violation" of deportation rules by Indian authorities.
At the time of Salem's extradition, India had assured Portugal
that no charges entailing death penalty or imprisonment of more
than 25 years would be pressed against him, but such charges
were later brought in.
The Supreme Court had stayed Salem's trial after he
approached the apex court against the TADA court's order of
January 31, rejecting his plea for closure of his trial.
Attorney General G E Vahanwati had said Government was
committed to its assurance given to the Portuguese court and had
sought the apex court's permission to drop the additional charges
framed against Salem by the trial court.
The CBI had sought court's permission for withdrawal of
charges under section 5 and 6 of TADA and sections 4(b) and 5
of the Explosive Substances Act in view of its commitment to the
Portuguese Government.
Salem is currently lodged in Arthur Road Jail in Mumbai.
Following the Portugal SC's order, he had appealed to the TADA
court, saying that the trial against him should be closed.
He then filed a petition in the high court at Lisbon, alleging
violation of the Rule of Speciality. In the ruling on September 19
last year, the Lisbon court said there had been a breach of the
undertaking given by India.
Salem and his then companion, actress Monica Bedi, were
extradited to India on November 11, 2005, after a marathon legal
process lasting three years. (PTI)
TENDER NO: CE(P) HIMANK/07/2013-14

BORDER ROADS ORGANISATION
NOTICE INVITING TENDERS
(NATIONAL COMPETITIVE BIDDING)
The Chief Engineer Project Himank invites tenders from the eligible contractors for the following works:--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Particulars of work
Cost/Time of work
Details of Tender
documents
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PROVIDING & LAYING OF MIX
a) Cost:
(a) Cost of tender:
BY PAVER AND COMPACTION
Rs. 87.13,88.30 Lacs
Rs. 3000/OF WMM 100 MM THICK (TWO
(Rupees three thousand only)
LAYER), BM 50 MM THICK, SDBC b) Duration of contract: 10
25 MM THICK INCLUDING TACK months (excluding the adverse (b) Availability: One or after
COAT AND PRIME COAT FOR
climatic period of 01 Nov to
0900 am on 08 Aug 2013
SURFACING WORKS AND OTHER 30 Apr if it falls
(c) Bid submission and
MISC WORKS (ROAD MARKING during the completion period)
date : Upto 1100 am on
WITH THERMOPLASTIC PAINT
31 Aug 2013
AND FIXING OF CAT EYES) ON
ROAD LEH-LOMA BETWEEN KM c) Earnest Money
(d) Bid opening date:
69.500 UNDER 111 RCC/16 BRTF Rs. 6,94,150.00
1130 a.m. on 31 Aug 2013
UNDER PROJECT HIMANK IN
LEH-LADAKH REGION OF J&K
STATE.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: Full notice of tender any change in above details, tender document (including eligibility criteria)
and other details may be obtained from BRO web site www.bro.gov.in or central public procurement portal www.eprocure.gov.in. For any queries, please contact on telephone: 01982-264564 Fax No. 01982264474.

davp 37102/11/0327/1314

NEW DELHI, Aug 5:
The judgement in the
December 16 gangrape case
involving a minor was today
deferred till August 19 by the
Juvenile Justice Board (JJB)
pursuant to a direction of the
Supreme Court.
The JJB presided over by
Principal Magistrate Geetanjali
Goel postponed the verdict for
August 19 considering the fact
that the Supreme Court has
asked it not to pronounce its
order till it decides a petition
concerning the interpretation of
the term "juvenile", police
sources said.
They said the board also
posted for August 19 its order on
sentence against the juvenile in
a case in which he was earlier
convicted for robbing a carpenter onboard the bus before
allegedly assaulting the girl and
her friend on the night of
December 16, last year.
The JJB's order was put off
in the light of the plea of Janata
Party president Subramanian
Swamy for a fresh interpretation
of the term 'juvenile' which he
raised in the wake of the
December 16 incident in which
the 23-year-old was brutally
gangraped and assaulted in a
moving bus in south Delhi.
She died in a Singapore hospital on December 29 leading to
slapping of charge of murder
against the juvenile and other
co-accused.

The apex court had on July
31 asked Swamy to inform the
JJB not to pronounce its verdict
on the alleged role of the minor
in the December 16 gangrape
and murder case, till it decides
the PIL.
Swamy's plea will come up
for hearing before the apex court
on August 14. He has sought
that the "mental and intellectual
maturity" should be considered
instead of age limit of 18 years
for such offenders while fixing
their culpability and contended
that his plea would become
infructuous if the JJB went
ahead with pronouncement of its
verdict.
The inquiry against juvenile
in the gangrape and robbery
case had concluded on July 5
and the board had reserved its
judgement for July 11.
Since then, the Board's verdict has been deferred thrice,
once on July 11, then on July 25
and today (August 5).
Besides him, the four adult
accused--Mukesh,
Pawan
Gupta, Vinay Sharma and
Akshay Thakur--are being tried
by a special fast-track court.
Proceedings against key
accused Ram Singh abated after
his death on March 11 when he
was found hanging in his cell in
Tihar Jail here.
The police has in its charge
sheet said the juvenile was the
most brutal of all the accused.
(PTI)

BORDER ROADS ORGANISATION

NOTICE INVITING TENDERS
(NATIONAL COMPETITIVE BIDDING)
1. Commander 32 Border Road Task Force, C/o 56 APO invites tender from the eligible contractors for the following works :Particulars of work

Cost/Time of work

Supply and stacking of (a)

Cost

stone aggregate or

Rs 7.00

Details of tender documents
(a)

Lakhs

Cost of

Rs 500

tender

nominal size 20
mm and river sand
(Zone II) required

(b)

for construction of

Period of

90 days

(b)

Availability

completion

On or after
08 Aug 2013

35 Mtr span
permanent bridge
at Km 55.015 on
Bandipur-Gurez
road in 56 RCC

(c)

Earnest
money

Rs 14,000/-

(c)

Submission

upto 1200 Hrs
on 20 Aug 2013

Sector under 32
DRTT(P) Beacon in
J&K State.

Note :- Full notce of tender, any change in above details, tender
document (including eligibility criteria) and other details may be
obtained from BRO website www.bro.gov.in. For any queries,
please contact on telephone 0194-2300984. Fax 0194-2300912.
davp 37102/11/0312/1314

